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New MOT testing

system begins
Last Friday, 1st March, saw

the introduction of the new

taxi testing system being

introduced to the trade. 

You will find enclosed in the
Badge more information from
TpH regarding test centre sites.
And also Helen Chapman has

written in The Badge this month
to give the trade some
background as to why this
system was introduced.  Whilst
the United Trade Group still
have major concerns with the
new system, (all taxis having to
go on a ramp), we are quite
optimistic that, given time, the
new system could be an
improvement for the trade.

New Identifiers
We have been informed by

TpH that all drivers will soon

be receiving new Identifiers.

The latest version will
incorporate a bar-code which
can be easily read by
Compliance officers, aking it
easier for them to identify

fraudulent drivers. This must be
a welcomed development for all
the trade.

Geely takeover� finally
It is now some four weeks

since Geely announced the

rescue package to save LTC. 

Whilst there has been a press
release issued, (page 6),
information regarding the future
of the company has been hard
to come by for the trade. We
can only hope that, like a swan,
all the work is going on under
the waterline.

New drivers’ etiquette�

or lack of it
Whilst working recently it

has become evident that

quite a number of new

drivers with badge numbers

starting with 7 have

absolutely no conception of

“cab drivers’ etiquette”

whatsoever.

I have witnessed them picking
up after being let out of a side
road, picking up next to a rank
and basically acting like
complete animals. Ladies and
gents, you have worked hard to

become a member of the
world’s best taxi service bar
none� so start acting like one! 

Editorial

London’s only 
independent 
taxi trade 

organisation

Don’t delay... join today! 

020 7394 5553
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I enjoyed reading Micky Walker’s

article on page 17 of THE BADGE in

last month’s edition.
I’m sorry I gave away my age by referring

to minicabs but he is entirely right and I will
use the modern name in future. If I do that
maybe you’ll spell my name correctly on the
front cover next time!

I am a great enthusiast for the black cab – I
have an account with a well known radio
circuit and have an App on my phone. I use
them both a lot. I don’t have an account with

anyone else.
I really am not favouring the Private Hire

trade and my night time enforcement
activities have been focussed on illegal
operations by them.

I know there is real rivalry between the cab
trade and the PHV sector. My best advice is
to say that instead of wasting too much time
waging a war of words as to favouritism it is
worth all drivers seeing what they can learn
from their competitors. The customer is
demanding higher and higher standards –

that is how Apple, Virgin Atlantic and other
big brands have grown their businesses. If
you don’t deliver these higher standards,
someone else will come in and take the
business away from you. So my message is,
use your energy to drive up your business,
don’t waste it.

And lastly, Micky, I can promise you I have
no financial interest in any bus company or
transport PLC, neither am I a Director of any
of them. That would not be allowed in my
position as a regulator. I am entirely impartial.

Let me begin with an apology to Mr.
Daniels. Having done my homework
correctly now, it is plain that the two
directorships Mr Daniels holds in
limited companies are simply
hobbies. The companies exist
simply to keep two old buses on the
road as historical projects, much
like the many steam railways that
are around.

I concur completely with Mr. Daniels when
he says that his night-time enforcement
activities are focussed on illegal PH
operators and drivers. However, that does
not mean, as he contends, there is no
favouring of the PH trade. Why wouldn’t
these efforts concentrate on PH
operations? The cab trade is generally self-
enforcing and touting by black cabs is
virtually unheard of, because drivers have
no financial need to engage in such a
practice.

However, CABWISE does suggest
favouritism, even if the intention of it is
otherwise. CABWISE is described by TFL
as a “minicab request service”. CABWISE
is owned by TFL and therefore it must be
assumed it is paid for by TFL. Equal
treatment of the PH and taxi services by
TFL requires including taxi circuit and app
details on CABWISE or setting up a
separate, similar operation for taxi services.

I am not daft and I understand that the
reason for this “minicab” service is to deter
touting, but including taxi numbers as well
as PH would give the customer even
greater choice and even more incentive not
to take a tout and show an even hand by
TFL towards the two trades.

When it comes to competition between
the trades, Mr Daniels should understand

that no cab driver has a problem with fair
competition. Unfortunately, it is not always
fair. There is fierce rivalry between PH
operators and taxi circuits and apps. These
protagonists are in close, direct
competition, as they offer the same basic
services. They are all in the business of
transporting customers from A to B and
take bookings by phone or internet. I am
sure these each take on board the need for
ever higher standards and value for money
for customers.

The commercial customer has benefited
hugely from PH licensing and it has
brought competitive change to both the taxi
and PH trade. The commercial customer
can now choose the type of vehicle that
suits them best for their needs on an
almost fare-by-fare basis.

UNFAIR COMPETITION

However, non circuit/app taxis should
not be in direct competition with the PH
trade. Competition should take the form
only via a decision by the customer as
to whether they prefer to hail a cab on
the street or phone for a PHV.

I do not know of a taxi driver who is not
perfectly happy to compete on the above
terms with PHVs and TFL would never
hear a peep out of any of us if these were
the terms we operated on. The problem is
the obvious situation whereby we do not
compete on that basis. Nor is it helped
when Mr Daniels says we should look
towards the competitor rather than the
regulator. Let it be clear that we do not
seek protection from legitimate competition
but only from unfair and illegal competition.
That we do not receive it may be not

“favouritism” towards the PH trade but it
certainly isn’t regulating with an even hand.

As for Mr Daniels’ comment that we
should strive for ever higher standards or
risk losing our business to the competition,
it is exactly these kind of comments that
lead to a perception among our number
that TFL have no intention of treating us
fairly. The London taxi service has been
voted the best in the world on more
occasions than the rest of the world’s cities
combined. I would like to give credit for that
to the taxi drivers but I cannot. The credit
goes to the licensing system that created
the finest taxi service in the world.

If there is a problem at all with our service
it is that there is no internal competition
between taxi drivers working the ranks and
streets, but equally this is the fault of the
licensing system and not the drivers.

However, the PH licensing system is also
responsible for the free-for-all that London’s
streets have become, particularly at night,
for PH drivers that show scant regard for,
or perhaps are not even aware of, the rules
and regulations that should bind them.

TFL have created a system whereby it is
so easy to obtain a PH licence that the
licence has no intrinsic value and there are
far too many licences to sustain the drivers
legitimately. This is compounded by setting
licence fees at a level that does not provide
adequate resources for enforcement of
those rules and regulations.

Satellite offices are unfair competition.
PHVs are not allowed by law to form ranks
and yet they form ranks outside every
night-time venue with a PH booking office
with impudence. The work these offices
generate is supposed to be pre-booked. It
is debatable if a client attending a booking

desk to order a car already waiting outside
is indeed pre-booked, but there is no such
ambiguity when the booking agent is
actually stood outside the venue with a
clipboard taking ”bookings” - the modus
operandi of virtually every satellite office.
That is why taxi drivers know these agents
colloquially as ”Clip Board Johnnies” (CBJ).
Just as illegal are the gangs of PHV drivers
that leave their vehicles to stand outside
and harass patrons leaving venues. The
taxi driver comes third in line to attract a
fare, after these two blatantly illegal
operations.

Addison Lee have taken this a stage
further. When their larger customers hold
an event that requires a large number of
PHVs, they create “a rolling rank”. This
means they order multiple cars for the
customer that wait outside the venue
and have no specific customer or
destination until they greet the
passenger.

This cannot meet the criteria for 
pre-booking.

Then, even when LTPH try to prevent
this by removing the licence of such
operations, as happened recently with
Diamond Cars, the courts reinstate
them. 

If satellite offices so obviously cannot
be controlled, they should never have
been introduced.

Virtually 100% of PH operators
describe their services as taxis, cabs, or
words that contain either, i.e.”minicabs”,
trading off the excellent reputation of the
London taxi trade. The PHVs often carry
similar signage. This is against the spirit
of the Private Hire Act and the letter of
the law it replaced.

LEON ‘THE TIGER’ DANIELS 
VS 

MICKY ‘THE BASHER’ WALKER

ROUND 2

Walker on the March responds....



“Hopefully by now you 

will know that we are

implementing some big

changes in Taxi and Private

Hire, possibly some of the

biggest changes that have

happened since the licensing

of taxis was introduced all

those years ago. 

These changes include the
implementation of our vehicle
licensing and inspections
service, which will be provided
by NSL Ltd from 1 March 2013,
followed by the delivery of our
new licensing system, website
changes and hand held
computers for the Compliance
Team in the months ahead. 
Everyone in the project is

confident that these changes, in
the longer term, will provide both
them (and us!) with a much
better, high quality and value for
money service that has been
long awaited. We have made no
secret of the problems we
experience with our service
delivery. Issues with historic
manual processes and reliance
on paper based files has got to
change, so we can deliver a high
quality, secure and efficient
service for many years to come. 
Another, perhaps more

immediate change for taxis is the
changeover to 2 MOTs per
annum, plus a taxi specific check
by TfL, through our agents, NSL
Ltd - also on 1 March 2013. Much
has been written and said about
this change and I am grateful to
Grant for allowing me to reiterate
the facts in The Badge.
As you may recall the

introduction of the 2 MOTs was
one of the outcomes (along with
the age limits for taxis) of the
Mayor’s Air Quality Strategy,
announced in December 2010.
During the extensive dialogue
and discussion with the taxi
trade, including the LCDC, there
was concern from the trade that
the proposed age limit in the
original strategy (12 years in
2012 moving to 10 years in
2015) was unacceptable and
would have an unacceptable
impact on the trade. The taxi
trade representatives did,
however, understand the
importance of clean air and
ensuring taxis emissions were
regularly checked. 2 VOSA
approved MOT (class 4) tests
per annum was proposed and
ultimately included in the Air
Quality Strategy. Of course there
is still a need for TfL to inspect
all taxi-specific items that are
over and above the MOT testing
system at least once and issue
the taxi licence plate, but I want
to reiterate that this is not a
repeat of the MOT or a
mechanical test in any way. This
is a simple, shorter test that will
look at the taxi-specific elements
such as meter and signage.
In recent weeks we have had

some queries and complaints as
to why the test is still £154 when
the test is shorter and drivers
have to pay for the additional
cost of 2 MOTs per annum. We
do genuinely understand why
drivers may be initially upset by
this, but it is important to
understand the background and

reasons. 
Firstly it is important to note that

all licence fees are calculated on
the estimated cost of delivering the
services for each financial year.
The taxi licensing fee of £154 was
calculated based on costs and
estimated volumes between April
2012 and March 2013. This
includes the change over to the
new vehicle regime and service in
March and therefore, like past
years, the current fee is applicable
for any taxi inspection booked
before the 2 April. This is no
different to previous years when
the fee has increased and, indeed,
drivers have been able to benefit
from this arrangement by booking
what is exactly the same test early,
before the fee increased in April.
For example, in 2002/2003 the fee
increased from £106 to £140 in
April, but drivers booking before
the end of March for the same test
in April could book at the lower
fee. 
The taxi licence fee applicable

for bookings made from 2 April
was approved by the TfL Board
on 6 February and will be £102,
but this fee only applies for
bookings made on and after 2
April 2013.
It also needs to be understood

that there are up front capital
costs for introducing these
changes, including the new
testing sites. All these costs have
to be recovered from the fees, so
even though the inspection for
taxis is lighter and will take less
time, there will be an element of
capital costs that needs to be
included in the fees applicable.

Taking that into consideration,
the fact the fee will be reducing
significantly from April 2013
goes to show how much more
efficient this service will be in
the longer term. 
I am sure that there will be

some in the trade who do not
like the changes and the
changeover to two MOT process
will take some time to bed in. In
addition I am sure we well face
some interesting difficulties and
challenges in the coming weeks
with the sheer amount of
revised policies, processes,
service provider and systems. I
can assure you that everyone in
TfL and NSL is completely
committed to making these
changes work and when things
do go wrong we will do
everything we can to put them
right as soon as we can. All we
ask in return is your
understanding and patience
while we seek to deliver these
changes and what we feel will
be a service finally fit and ready
for the 21st Century. 
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Helen Chapman

New test regime explained
Helen Chapman explains to the trade 

the background to the new testing regime 

and her optimism for the future
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Peter Johansen 
talks to the Trade

To the Licensed Hackney 
Carriage Trade

I wanted to write this letter as an
introduction not only for myself but also for
our new company.

Geely have appointed me as the
Executive Vice President of UK operations,
so my focus is solely on The London Taxi
Company. I am relatively new to the
industry but I hope to bring a new approach
to how we operate and interact with our
customers and stakeholders.

Firstly, I would like to say that I am sorry

that the sudden collapse of Manganese
Bronze Holdings plc may have caused you
inconvenience and financial loss. The last
few months have been a huge trial for all
parties concerned and I want to take this
opportunity to say a big thank you for the
support you have shown to us over the
difficult recent past. I would like to thank
everyone who has supported us; from our
customers, to trade bodies, unions and
organisations across the UK. Thank you
also to our partners, suppliers and staff, who
continued to work diligently with very limited
resources through these uncertain times. In
return for your loyalty and forbearance we
want to repay our gratitude to you through
improved service delivery and products. 

Last but not least, I’d like to thank Geely,
not just for their pledges as new owners to
invest in and develop The London Taxi
Company brand and products but also for
their unswerving support over the last few
years. They also share our vision for The
London Taxi Company to be recognised as
the leading global provider of purpose-built
taxis, on a sustainable, profitable business
model.

We have a lot of hard work and
challenges ahead of us in order to re-
establish ourselves and to win back your
much needed trust and respect. I believe

that our very first step is to express the trust
and respect that we have for our customers
and the industry as a whole. We can only
truly do that by demonstrating our focus on
customers and quality in everything that we
do from this point forward.

With that in mind, I’d like to give you an
update on the progress we’ve made so far,
so please read on:

RETAIL:

· London, Manchester and Coventry 
dealerships are now fully open for retail 
and trade vehicle sales, servicing, 
warranty and parts sales

· The Black Horse Taxi Finance team 
are back, still providing the best finance 
for drivers

PRICES:

· We are pleased to confirm that we 
have absorbed cost increases on 
improving the quality of parts and 
components, and have therefore been 
able to hold on the road price for all 
models

WARRANTY:

· All existing manufacturer warranties and
guarantees for previously purchased 
vehicles are now fully reinstated

·    New vehicles purchased from now 
on will also have 3-year, 100,000 mile 
warranty cover and our 3-year, 
unlimited mileage Core Engine warranty

· Used vehicles will be quality 
checked through our Approved Used 
Programme and will be covered by a 
12-month, 50,000 mile Guarantee

PRODUCT QUALITY:

· All stock vehicles have been fitted with 
new steering boxes; we have also 
taken the opportunity to address some 
other product issues, to ensure that 
vehicles sold going forward are the best
possible quality

APPROVED SERVICE DEALERS:

· Approved Service Dealers are crucial 
to our success and we are working with 
the network to reinstate as many as 
possible - call 02476 572008 to find 
your nearest one

Actions speak louder than words and we
are going to focus on demonstrating our
passion and commitment to the trade
through improvements in customer
satisfaction and product quality.  

We believe that the future of this business
depends on these fundamental principles.

Executive Vice President 

Peter Johansen



March 2013 sees a new era for

all London black cabbies - the

new testing regime begins with

every black taxi undergoing 2

MOTs every year and a visual

check with new providers NSL.

The Test Centre is offering a fast
on demand service for all black
taxis. Located in Deptford in the
south of London, they are proving
a quick and easy pit stop for every
cabbie either on their way in to
work or even after a busy night
working.  
Their opening times are from 7 in

the morning until 7 in the evening
and are currently taking bookings
for black taxis to be tested during
the night time as well. Unheard of
I hear you say? Not for them, they
are a 5 lane testing station with a
team of over 10 testers working 7
days a week. Set in the railway
arches behind Deptford High
Street, they are able to work
around the clock and due to the

growing demand for not only black
taxis but existing customers also,
they are extending working hours
to fit in with the busy London
lifestyle that we are all coming to
expect.  
The Test Centre has been trading

since 1995 in the same location,
starting out as a one lane testing
station opened by Ian Wills. He
has grown from strength to
strength and arch to arch over the
last 18 years and developed the
garage into the biggest testing
station in London. Having won
Motor Code’s Garage of the year
regionals in 2012, they have been
nominated again this year and are
currently in the running to be
Garage of the year 2013
nationwide.  
The general feel of the garage is

a bright, clean and accessible
garage, with great parking outside
the testing bays. There is a real
feel of family run business, but

with the speed and efficiency of a
huge franchise style company –
with the only exception of there
being no huge bills at the end of
your test as they do not carry out
any repairs, they only do MOTs,
which gives you 100% unbiased
testing. They offer a No Pass – No
Fee testing and it is just that, if it
fails you do not have to pay a
penny until you have passed.
This is ideal for black cab drivers
as they are already with a garage
for their yearly servicing and
general repairs, ready for the
licensing inspection. This will
continue as normal, with the MOT
test centre just carrying out twice
yearly MOTs and not interfering
with the usual work carried out on
the cabs. This is great news for
the black cab garages and also for
the black cab owners.
The Test Centre are offering

competitive rates and the No pass
– No fee on every test regardless

of the condition. If you fail then it
is FREE! This is a unique and
innovative way of testing and once
you have seen the Testing Station
you will understand how they are
ticking all the right boxes and
winning awards year on year.
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Black taxi licensing 
changing for the better

NO PASS 

– NO FEE

TESTING
UNBIASED GARAGE

WORKING 

HARD FOR BLACK CABS
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Airport Matters
BY PETER “THE CANNON”
L.C.D.C AIRPORT REP

HALTS’ contract to manage

Heathrow’s taxi information desks

is due to terminate at the end of

June. A BAA solicitor has

confirmed the date, but nothing

has been made known to

Heathrow’s trade organisations

regarding the future of the desks. 
The trade needs to know above all if

BAA plans to stop collecting the
£40,000 per month HALT(S) levy that
drivers are forced to pay for the
management of the desks. 
Despite the BAA’s silence over HALTS’

future at Heathrow, the Transport for
London Board has given a thumbs
down to fixed-fare schemes. The Board
has obviously concluded that the
travelling public at Heathrow has
absolutely nothing to gain from a fixed-
fare scheme. The Board is also aware
that the rip-offs at the taxi desks have
damaged the reputation of the
Heathrow taxi service. In previous
years, during annual negotiations with
the taxi trade, the TfL Board has often
hinted in official documents that
proposals for a fixed-fare scheme at
Heathrow were under consideration.
But on reflection, it now seems that
TfL’s proposals were never more than
tentative and those in the taxi trade who
thought there was a unmet demand for
fixed fares at Heathrow, have come
unstuck. Fortunately, at least for the
time being, the TfL Board has decided
not to tamper with existing legislation on
mandatory use of meters for
compellable hirings that commence
from Heathrow’s ranks. 
Without doubt it did not escape the TfL

Board’s attention that passengers who
arranged fixed fares at the desks ended
up paying £80 just to get to destinations
such as Hammersmith and West
Kensington. It should not be forgotten
that despite all the complaints about
overcharging that reached John Mason
and his team at Palestra, TfL pleaded
that it had manpower problems and was
unable to take disciplinary action to stop
HALTS from overcharging. It is not just
TfL decision-makers who have sat on
their hands while passengers are ripped
off at the HALTS desks ; BAA managers
who oversee the Taxi System are also

guilty of taking HALTS’ side by blocking
any discussion of overcharging when
the subject has been raised at taxi trade
meetings. At the taxi trade’s last
meeting with BAA in December, BAA
deliberately shielded Colin Evans from
interruption and criticism while he
waffled on about his plans to ‘grow the
taxi product’ at Heathrow. 

A LOST 

PROPERTY SAGA 
Heathrow drivers need to be warned

about giving lost property

information to NSL employees who

work in the feeder park Cabin. 

NSL operates under BAA’s control and
under lost property laws, BAA has no
authority to perform any function in
connection with the recovery or custody
of property found in a London taxi. 
As the law currently stands, Heathrow

drivers, just like drivers in town, should
deposit lost property at either a police
station or at Baker Street LPO. There is
no need to involve NSL Cabin staff or to
give them information on lost property. 
LCDC member BM started work at

Heathrow Airport on 28 January 2013,
after handing in a passenger’s lost
phone on 24 January. When he went to
buy credits he was told by NSL cabin
staff that on police instructions he could
not use the Taxi System unless he was
prepared to answer questions about a
lost phone. He was detained by NSL for
45 minutes while NSL contacted not
only the police but also the passenger
who had lost the phone. Quite clearly,
NSL cabin staff had taken the law into
their own hands and they were not
bothered about their maltreatment of
driver BM. They breached the Data
Protection Act by informing the
passenger by phone that BM had
arrived at Heathrow. NSL Cabin staff did
not know the lost phone’s owner and
had NSL been duped by a dangerous
criminal or terrorist, NSL’s unauthorised
action in contacting the passenger could
have placed driver BM in a very
dangerous situation. 
We are in contact with Heathrow

police to complain about this incident
and it has to be said that at first the
police were reluctant to accept that NSL

has no remit to detain driver MB or any
other driver. At first the Police defended
NSL by arguing that our member should
have been more co-operative when
NSL Cabin staff questioned him on
behalf of the passenger. (Oh really ?).
The LCDC does not intend to let NSL’s
outrageous behaviour get swept under
the carpet. So far we have managed to
find out that no less than four police
stations pooled their resources, to
identify the driver MB and the
whereabouts of a lost phone. (Even
though it was safe in police custody all
the time). 
Finally, in April 2012 a Heathrow driver

organised the safe return of $17,000 in
cash that had been left in his cab by a
passenger whom he had picked up
from Terminal 5. If that same passenger
had contacted BAA and the Police, is it
likely they would have delegated the
task of finding the ‘lost property’ to NSL
employees in the feeder-park Cabin? 

HEATHROW’S 

TAXI MARSHALS 
The LCDC is corresponding with the

Police Commissioner and Heathrow

Police on the subject of Heathrow’s

taxi marshalling scheme. 

What we have established to date is
that the police have nothing whatsoever
to do with giving marshals permission to
bypass the feeder parks. The applicable
law says that marshals can only bypass
the feeder parks if they have permission
to do so from either BAA or the police.
At the time of writing this article, BAA is
due to clarify whether or not the
marshals have BAA’s permission.

Nothing is certain. 
Chief Superintendent Bert Moore at

Heathrow police station insists that his
six man tout squad can cope with the
size of the threat posed by the minicab
touts who infest the terminals. The chief
reckons that the police presence in the
terminals is so strong, that it is
impossible for touts to walk off with
passengers. No mention is made by this
very senior police officer of the marshals
acting as a deterrent force. 
BAA has explained in writing that the

marshals are not insured for any
damage to their cabs or personal
injuries they may suffer due to their
encounters with the touts. BAA points
out that the marshals are not supposed
to be dealing with touts and that
marshalling duties should consist solely
of making sure that passengers in the
terminals know where services of taxis
can be found on the ranks. 
Unfortunately, although the marshals

have several spokesmen, they all seem
to be self-appointed. The marshals are
also said to have a disciplinary
committee, but it’s impossible to find out
who sits on it or how erring marshals
are weeded out. Although LCDC has
contacted several of their spokesmen,
the marshals are unwilling to tell senior
police officers that the tout squad should
be made up of twenty to thirty
policemen, instead of just six of them
working cushy office hours. Quite
possibly if the marshals were to present
the Heathrow Chief Police with the
same ‘facts’ that they regularly thrust
onto the LCDC, he would get upset and
sentence them to do time in the feeder
parks with the rest of us. 
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By Micky Walker

DAC RESULTS

I have just received DAC’s
accounts for the year to 31
August 2012. 
I would add, before Mr Rice

(DAC chairman) accuses me of
using out of date information
again, that his own members
only received this information at
the end of January. From the
figures, DAC’s downward slide
during this recession continues,
albeit more slowly than at the
beginning.

� DAC turnover fell by 13% 
on 2011, to just over £28.25 
million.

� Post-tax profit (surplus) fell 
from £305,000 in 2011, to a 
loss of £147,000.

� Income from service 
charges paid by account 
customers fell by 9% on 
2011, to £3.6 million.

� Driver subscriptions fell by 
4.5% from 2011, to £2.35 
million.

� The six board members’ 
pay increased by 2.5% on 
2011, to £379,472.

So, it can be seen that 2012
was not an easy year for DAC.
The financial disaster that was
the 2012 Olympics will not have
helped the figures. Therefore, we
will not be able to judge this
performance fairly until Comcab
and RTGs’ figures come out in a
couple of months’ time and they
can be compared.
DAC’s performance throughout

the whole recession period has
been something of a horror story.
They saw a huge fall in turnover
in the first year and after that
things have continued to slide,
generally, but at a much gentler
fall. Overall though, DAC have

lost almost half their turnover
(43%) in four years, falling from
£49.5 million to £28.25 million.
There has been a huge fall in

profits (surplus). In 2008, DAC
made a profit of £1.8 million. In
two of the four years since, they
made losses. 
Over the four years since 2008,

they have made a combined
profit of just £382,000.
Service charges (turnover after

driver payments) fell by 31% over
the four years.
Payments to the board have

fallen by 14% during this four
year period.

WHAT’S IN 

THE FUTURE?

Anybody who thinks this is
just The Badge having a pop at
DAC would be very wrong. Our
trade needs the radio circuits,
as do individual drivers,
whether on radio or not. 
Even in the depths of the

current recession, the circuits are
providing something like 5,000
drivers with over £100 million of
work per year. If the circuits feel,
that work would be more likely to
transfer to Private Hire (PH) than
the streets, imagine how much
harder it would be on the streets
without the circuits and it is easy
to see why their welfare is the
business of all of us.
It’s hard to determine simply

from annual accounts what the
future may hold. Hopefully, DAC
will come out of this recession as
good as before it began, but
there are two areas of concern,
as far as can be gleaned from
the accounts.
The most important is what

appears to be the chairman’s
complacency. From his “letters”
to the membership that
accompany the accounts, his
view appears to be that DAC
have a balance sheet that is
healthy enough to ride out the
recession and then things will
return to normal. However, this
recession is going to be far more
difficult to recover from than

previous experiences. 
Unlike the recession of the early

‘90s, the circuits now have to
compete with licensed PH.
Among PH operators is Addison
Lee (AL), who were much
smaller than Comcab 6/7 years
ago, but are almost as big as the
three circuits put together today. 
Then there are also the taxi

apps to compete with. Hailo, the
largest of these, have apparently
just reached a total of 11,000
drivers subscribing to their
business. This is a well-backed
outfit, progressing hugely in the
middle of the recession. Although
Hailo may be less attractive to
drivers after the recession, it
seems they have achieved a
critical mass of subscribers that
will enable them to continue to
cover their work. 
The second possible area of

concern is the new system that
DAC are developing in-house.
They are committed to spending
a total of £2.75 million on this
over the next two years. With £8
million in the bank, this will still
leave plenty of dosh in the bank
to ride out the recession.

However, one cannot help but
be reminded of when Comcab
built their in-house system. It
took so long to develop that they
went from being the most
technically-advanced circuit to
the least, although they
recovered their position once the
new system was in place. Also,
the cost over-ran so much that
Comcab almost went bust and
almost took its owners, the
LTDA, with it, until Delgro
Comfort stepped in and bought
80% of the circuit (now owning it
completely).
This appeared to be a lesson

well-learned, because when
Comcab changed its system
again a couple of years ago, it
bought it in for over £5 million
(around half the projected cost of
DAC’s new system).
Hopefully though, DAC’s new

system will come in on time and
cost and blow the likes of AL out
of the water after the recession.
The alternatives do not bear
thinking about.

ALTDA

No, it’s not the LTDA, it’s the
Addison Lee Taxi Drivers’
Association. Before you go off
on one, they have now
removed the “Taxi” and are
thinking of removing the “T”
as  a result of pesky taxi
drivers complaining about the
name.
If you want to cheer yourself up,

have a look at their site on
www.addileetda.com . 
On it you’ll find such rib-tickling

headings as:

� 50% deductions from credit 
card fares.

� Job security – none!
� Weekly job targets 

increased every year.
� Car rental and circuit fees 

going up year on year.
� Running 10 - 15 miles to a    

job.

After that you can go on their
chat forum and see all the
moaning. They reckon that if
somebody calls a cab with an
iPhone, they are asked if they
want a car for 1-3 passengers or
4- 6 passengers. 
If 1 -3, the job priority goes to

the Prius fleet (previously W1
Cars and Lewis Day Cars). This
for two reasons; the drivers
reckon they cannot get four
passengers comfortably into a
Prius. Second, the Prius drivers
pay 30% commission on a cash
job, while the Galaxy drivers only
pay £2 per job.
There is a general consensus

that Hailo is killing their cash
work stone dead. Hurrah!
They are moaning about being

allocated priority bookings 40
minutes before booked time.
Also, at having to run mental
distances for jobs – the best
being from SE1 to Bromley.
They are trying to get a partial

strike going; a sort of work to
rule. 
Listen, they want drivers to

restrict themselves to an 8 to 14
hour shift.
Go on, cheer yourself up. Have

a look at their website. 

Walker on the March....
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DAY ONE
TUESDAY MARCH 12TH

RACE ONE – Supreme Novice

Hurdle 2m half a furlong

Favourite for the race is My Tent Or
Yours, trained by Nicky Henderson
and the mount of Tony McCoy. This
won the Betfair Hurdle very well and
must go close (odds 7/4). 

Jezki, trained in Ireland by Jessica
Harrington is four wins from four and
looks a serious threat (odds 5/1)

Un Atout, trained in Ireland by Willie
Mullins is unbeaten in both his races
this year comes over with a big
reputation (odds 8/1)

Not a betting race for me, favourites
have a poor record , only one win since
2004, if I had a free bet I would
probably back Un Atout each way.

RACE TWO -  Arkle Chase 2m

This looks like a two horse race with
the very exciting Simonsig, trained by
Nicky Henderson, who is two from two
over fences and looks a very good
prospect (odds 8/11 fav) and
Overturn, trained by Donald McCain,
who is three from three over fences
(odds 11/4).  You pay your money and
take your chances.  For me a race to
savour but not to bet on.

RACE THREE – JLT Specialty

Chase 3m half a furlong

The first of the Festival handicaps with
24 runners. There is no selection but if
you want a bet here are a few pointers.
Steer clear of Irish trained runners; they
have a poor record in this. 
Three of the last ten winners had

raced more than four times before
today’s race. The winner is nearly
always aged between seven and ten.
Only one recent winner carried more
than 11 stone.

RACE FOUR – The Champion

Hurdle 2m half a furlong

Hurricane Fly, trained by Willie
Mullins will be ridden by Ruby Walsh
and will start favourite (odds 2/1) for

the race in which he was beaten when
odds on last year.  The winner in 2011,
he has all three of his stats this year
but I’d be prepared to pass him over
this year.
Rock On Ruby, trained by Harry Fry,

won this race last year and won his last
start before today.  Beaten into third (8
lengths) behind Zarkandar, giving 4lbs
on ground softer than he likes. The
better the ground the better his chance
(odds 6/1)

Grandouet, trained by Nicky
Henderson was second beaten 2
lengths when second to Zarkandar in
the above race also giving 4lbs.  All his
best form is on better ground, so if it is
not too soft would have a big chance
(odds 13/2).

However, my selection of the race is
Zarkandar, trained by Paul Nicholls,
comes into the race in the form of his
life.  
Was never right last year and the

trainer has made no secret of how
happy he is with him.  I think he can
uphold the form against Grandouet
and Rock On Ruby on level weights
and the ground is on the soft side, so
that will be a big plus.  Recommend a
5pt maximum win bet (odds 5/1).

RACE 5 - Cross Country

Handicap Chase 3m 7 furlongs

Run on cross country course I have
no interest in this race and will take
advantage while people are watching it
to visit the Guinness Village for a pint!

RACE 6 – OLGB Mares Hurdle 2m

4 furlongs

Quevega, trained by Willie Mullins
has won this for the last four years and
will bid to make history by winning the
race for a fifth consecutive year
equalling Golden Millers record of five
Festival wins (odds 1/2).  

Not a betting proposition, just watch
and enjoy.

RACE 7 – Pulteney Land

Investment Novices Handicap

Chase 2m 4 and a half furlongs

There will be twenty going to post for
this.  You only need one requirement to
find the winner�a sharp pin!  
Although joking aside I can pass on

that my Irish contact is quite sweet on
Carlito Brigante (odds 8/1)  Good
luck.

DAY ONE SUMMARY

5pt win bet Zarkandar

DAY TWO

RACE 1 – John Oaksey Nation

Hunt Chase 4m

The longest race at the Festival and
where all jockeys are amateur riders.
Buddy Boloero, trained by Martin

Pipe was given a good word by Tony
McCoy last week and has to be
respected (odds 8/1)

Back In Focus, trained by Willie
Mullins will have no problem with the
trip but all his wins have come on soft
and heavy going so how he will handle
better ground we won’t know.  Big
chance (odds 8/1)

The horse I like is Rival D’Estruval,
trained by Pauline Robson. This has
never won over this distance but has
always looked that he was crying out
for it.  I’ll take a chance with him.
Recommend 1pt win bet (odds 8/1)

RACE 2 – Neptune Investment

Management Novices Hurdle 2m 5

furlongs

I think the winner will come from one
of the three market leaders.  
Pont Alexandre, trained by Willie

Mullins (odds 5/2)

The New One, trained by Nigel
Twiston Davies (odds 4/1)

Taquinon Du Sevil, trained by Johnjo
O’Neill (odds 7/1)

All look class novices over this trip.
You pay your money and you take your
chance.

RACE 3 – The RSA Chase 3m half a

furlong

Dynaste, trained by Martin Pipe is
favourite but as we go to press may
run in the Jewson Chase on day three
Unioniste, trained by Paul Nicholls will

be only the second five year old to win
this race but is a great jumper who
stays very well. Big chance (odds 8/1)

Lord Windemere and Hadrians
Approach (odds 20/1 and 16/1) come
from Ireland but the Irish challenger I
like is Boston bob, trained by Willie
Mullins.  He was beaten over hurdles
(3 miles) last year at the Festival but I
like the way he jumps fences and we
know he stays.  Recommend 2 pt win
bet (odds 6/1)

RACE 4 – Queen Mother

Champion Chase 2m - The days

highlight race 

Sprinter Sacre (odds 2/9) trained by
Nicky Henderson should show us all
what a champion he is.  Watch and
enjoy.

RACE 5 – Coral Cup Handicap

Hurdle 2m five furlongs

A field of 28 go to post in one of the
hardest handicaps at the Festival.  I
shall not be having a bet but for those
of you who like a flutter here are three
against the field.
Wonderful Charm (11st 3lb) trained

by Paul Nicholls (odds 7/1)

Gevrey Chamberlain (10st 13lb)

trained by Martin Pipe (odds 12/1)

Tennis Cap (10st 9lb) trained by
Willie Mullins (odds 12/1)

Good luck

RACE 6 – Fred Winter Handicap

Hurdle 2m half a furlong

24 go to post.  No bet recommended
for this one but for those of you who
like a flutter there is
Megalypos (11st 3lb) trained by Nicky

Henderson (odds 12/1)

Saphie Du Rheu (10st 10lb) trained
by Paul Nicholls (odds 8/1)

RACE 7 – Weatherbys Champion

Bumper 2m

The only flat race at the Festival.  The
favourite is Golantilla, trained in Ireland
by Tony Martin (odds 7/1)  Top British
horse is Empiracle, trained by Jeremy
Scott (odds 8/1)

But the horse I like is the Irish trained
Le Vent D’Antan. This Elizabeth Doyles
horse impressed me when it won at
Leopardstown and he will do for me.
(odds 10/1)  Recommend 1pt win bet.

SECOND DAYS SUMMARY

1pt win bet Rival D’Estruval
2pt win bet Boston Bob
1pt win bet Le Vent D’Antan

DAY THREE

RACE 1 – Jewson Novice Chase

2m 4 furlongs

With so many horses entered for this
and other races it is impossible as we
go to print to know who will run.
Should Dynaste run in this instead of

The Marksman
It’s almost here, the greatest four days’ racing anywhere on the planet.  After 

a sizzling 2011 Cheltenham, last year’s results were a little disappointing, so we 

go into the 2013 Festival with the score Bookies 1, Marksman 1.  It’s all to play 

for - so let the battle commence and may the best man win!
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the RSA Chase.  I think he would have
an outstanding chance.

RACE 2 – Pertemps Final

Handicap Hurdle 3m

24 will go to post for this with many
having decent chances.  The one that
stands out for me though is the Paul
Nicholls trained Sam Winner (11st 2lb)
finished fifth over hurdles in December
and has not run over hurdles since to
protect his handicap mark.  Showed his
well being winning a 2m flat race on
the all weather at Kempton in January
beating Peddlers Cross two lengths
(odds 6/1)  Recommend 1pt win bet.

RACE 3 – Ryanair Chase 2m 5

furlongs

For me the race will be fought out
between the Mouse Morris trained First
Lieutenant (odds 5/1) and the Henry
De Bromhead trained Sizing Europe
(odds 6/1).  First Lieutenant is owned
by Gigginstown House Stud. The
owner of the stud is Michael O’Leary
who owns Ryanair and sponsors the
race so you can imagine how he would
like to win his own race.  Sizing Europe
has won a Champion Chase and is a
class performer.

RACE 4 – Ladbroke World Hurdle

3m – The race of the day

Reve De Sivola. Trained by Nick
Williams (odds 5/1) beat Oscar
Whisky, trained by Nicky Henderson
(odds 4/1) by a neck on heavy ground
at Cheltenham over C+D in January.
Many believe that on better ground
Oscar Whisky can take his revenge but
I am not so sure.
Peddlers Cross, Donald McCain’s

star has yet to run over 3 miles but did
win over 2m five furlongs at
Cheltenham and also finished second
in a Champion Hurdle so has bags of
class so must go close (odds 10/1)

But the horse I like is the Irish runner
Monksland (odds 6/1) trained by Noel
Meade. This horse was strong finishing
third at last year’s Festival over 2m five
furlongs.  On his first attempt at 3 miles
at Leopardstown he was very
impressive so the 3 miles at
Cheltenham with its uphill finish should

suit him down to the ground.
Recommend 3pt win bet.

RACE 5 – Byrne Group Plate

handicap Chase 2m five furlongs

24 runners going to post so
impossible to find any selections.

RACE 6 – Kim Muir Handicap

Chase 3m one and a half furlongs

24 runners going to post.  Almost
impossible to choose but those who
follow Pricewise’s Tom Segal may like
to know that this is his bet of the
meeting – Super Duty (odds 7/1)

DAY 3 SUMMARY

1pt win bet Sam Winner
3pt win bet Monksland

DAY FOUR

RACE 1 – Triumph Hurdle 2m 1

furlong

My two against the field are Our
Connor, trained by Dessie Hughes in
Ireland (odds 4/1)

Far West trained by Paul Nicholls
(odds 5/1)

Both these horses have impressed
me this season and I am sure the
winner will come from these two.

RACE 2 – Vincent O’Brien County

Hurdle 2m 1 furlong

28 will go to post and whilst I think this
is the most difficult of handicaps of the
Festival I can never resist trying to
uncover one and this year is no
different. The one I like is the Willie
Mullins trained Midnight game (11st
3lb) (odds 25/1). Mr Mullins did us a
good turn two years ago when Final
Approach won at 12/1 and I think this
could be another of his gems.  Beaten
a short head by Cause of Causes at
Navan in January he was not given a
hard race.  11st 3lb is not a burden to
this horse who I think is a touch of
class.  Recommend 1pt win Midnight
Game

RACE 3 – Albert Bartlett Novice

Hurdle 3 m

20 go to post and while several go
there with big chances the one I like is
the Charles Byrne trained Our Vinnie 9
(odds 16/1). Third behind Pont
Alexandre at Leopardstown over 2m
five furlongs I feel this strong staying
type can be in the mix here.
Recommend 1pt Each Way bet Our
Vinnie

RACE 4 – Cheltenham Gold Cup

3m two and a half furlongs – The

highlight of the Festival and what a

race

Bobs Worth, trained by Nicky
Henderson (odds 3/1), winner of last
year’s RSA at the Festival and The
Hennessey Gold Cup in November
loves Cheltenham.  Must go close.

Sir Des Champs, trained by Willie
Mullins (odds 4/1), winner of last year’s
Jewson and comes here on the back
of a victory in Ireland where he won the
Irish Hennessey.  Loves Cheltenham
and would be a popular winner for the
Irish.
Long Run, trained by Nicky

Henderson (odds 7/1) winner of the
race in 2011 and third last year behind
Synchronised. Will have blinkers on
for the first time in this race and that
could make all the difference.  Big
chance.
Silviniaco Conti, trained by Paul

Nicholls (odds 5/1) has won all three of
his races this year and is on a steep
upward curve.  Jumps well and stays.  I
would have liked to have seen him
have a bit more experience at
Cheltenham but despite that he is still
my selection.  Recommend 2pt win
bet.

RACE 5 – Foxhunter Chase 3m

two and half furlongs

The first two last year Salsify who
beat home Chapoturgeon could well
fight out the finish again but I think
there could be a fly in the ointment.
The Paul Nicholls trained Tricky

Trickster (odds 14/1) was a class
horse before being injured and after a
couple of runs back he could be

coming back to form.  Has class and
won the 4 miles race a few seasons
ago.  Recommend 1pt win bet.

RACE 6 – Martin Pipe Conditional

Jockeys Handicap Hurdle 2m four

and a half furlongs

Nicky Henderson targets horses for
his father’s race and whilst he has
several entered did put up Anquetta
(odds 16/1) as his charity bet at one of

the Cheltenham Festival nights.  I hope
you are not trying to get out of trouble
in this last race.

Would just like to say

congratulations to our

competition winner, Sean

Mortimer - hope you enjoy

the day and back a few

winners.

Until next month, Be Lucky,
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Southwark Bridge Testing Station is a family run business and is
located in Southwark SE1. It offers a full range of garage services for
all makes and models of cars and light vans, including MOTs, brakes,
suspensions, exhausts, air-conditioning, electrical and diagnostics, as

well as a wide range of servicing.

So if your vehicle needs an MOT, servicing or repairs, please contact
us or just call in to make an appointment. Also, while you wait for your
MOT, you can take advantage and use our free wifi, so you can carry

on working and not miss those important emails or deadlines.

Southwark Bridge Testing Station

164 Southwark Bridge Road,
Southwark, SE1 0DG

tel: 0207 620 0201
e-mail: sbmots@talktalk.net
web: www.sbmots.co.uk

Tony Forsythe: 
“Why two M.O.Ts are as easy as 123”

With the new testing regime of
two M.O.Ts coming into force on
the 1st March, I visited Long lane
Taxi Centre in Southwark Bridge
Road to see how they were
gearing up for the change.

Tony Forsythe, who runs Long Lane
Taxi Centre along with his brother
Simon, was very optimistic about the
upcoming changes.

“For the last few months we have
been working alongside Southwark
Bridge Testing Centre, which is
situated within our garage complex, to
deliver a stress free service to all our
existing customers, as well as
welcoming new drivers who just require
a one stop shop with no hassle.”

Tony, who runs one of the biggest TX4
fleets in the capital, was keen to point

out the advantages of using Long Lane
for your new testing requirements.

“Drivers can come into us and relax in
the waiting room, have a cup of tea,
and watch the news whilst we put their
taxi up on the ramp and see what they
need. We offer an M.O.T test with a no
failure fee and if the test flags up a
faulty item then we can repair it
straightaway and put it back on the

ramp and get a pass. We are also
offering drivers a fixed top end check
for just £100, which checks things such
as lights, belts, etc, as well as a full
valet.”

As well as offering a fantastic body
shop facility, servicing, running repairs
and also taxi rentals, Long Lane is
forging ahead as a real One-Stop-Shop
for all the needs of a working cabbie.

Tony Forsythe of Long Lane A taxi goes on the ramp prior to his MOT testing Long Lane taxi centre offers full body shop repairs

Southwark Bridge 
Testing Station

� M.O.T

� BRAKES

� SUSPENSIONS

� DIAGNOSTICS

� WATER/OIL

� SERVICE

� EXHAUSTS

� AIR-CON

� ELECTRICAL

� ALL REPAIRS
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Alan’s Angle

Warren Street will be closing
from the beginning Of March
2013 for an experimental period
of 6 months, after residents
have complained about the
amount of traffic that rat runs
through to Euston Road. 

A representive from Camden Council
stated that, over time, the council has
received complaints regarding traffic
levels in Warren Street. This order will
give the effect to an experimental
closure in Warren Street, at the west
side of its junction with Grafton Mews,
which will prevent motorists using
Warren Street as an east - west short
cut. This has been identified as a
problem - particularly at times when

Euston Road is congested.
However, the Council has received

representations to the effect that the
closure could make deliveries to local
businesses more difficult by forcing
drivers to detour around other streets.
Furthermore, the effect the closure
would have on traffic levels in other
streets is difficult to predict.

Accordingly, the council considers
that this scheme should proceed by
way of a experiment. The closure will
be implemented at the beginning on
March 2013 and will be reviewed
after three months. The success of
the closure will be measured by
monitoring traffic levels in Warren
Street and side streets.  

Warren 
street closure

Goldman Sachs leads taxi
trade into a cul de sac

King’s Road ‘Moneybox’ rakes in £3M
A BOX junction in West London has
made Hammersmith and Fulham
Council nearly £3 million in traffic
fines in just 12 months.

The yellow traffic grid at the junction of New
King’s Road and Bagley’s Lane is known as
‘The Moneybox’ by locals and comes after
figures released under the Freedom of
Information Act show that 40,634 penalty
notices were issued to motorists in 2011-12.
The box pulled in nearly £7,500 a day from
the 111 drivers, on average, who were caught
by the council cameras.

Drivers accuse H&FC of “trapping” vehicle

owners because of the phasing of two sets of
traffic lights, which results in more vehicles
entering the junction than can leave it. And
they claim that heavy congestion means they
cannot avoid them stopping in the box.

The ‘Moneybox’ trap is triggered when
motorists travelling east along the King’s
Road are allowed through the junction on the
King’s Road, on a green light, but then get
caught because the next set of lights stay red
for around 40 seconds. There is only room
for four vehicles at this second set of traffic
lights and backed up traffic is left stuck in the
box junction grid. Drivers turning right onto

New King’s Road from Bagley’s Lane are
also getting caught and fined.

Gianina Sanders (32), who owns a wedding
dress shop next to the junction, says both
clients and delivery drivers have been caught
out. “It is an absolute nightmare and is
damaging my business. Vans dropping off
are unable to park outside the shop and our
clients hate it. We definitely lose money from
it. They can’t get here without getting all
caught up in it and parking around here costs
a fortune.”

At least one car gets stuck in the box every
time the first set of lights turn green and

motoring organisations have complained.
Professor Stephen Glaister, director of the

RAC Foundation, said: “Even for those with
the best of intentions, it is often a case of
Russian roulette as to whether they get
through unpenalised or not.”

A spokesman for Hammersmith and
Fulham Council said: “No fines would ever be
issued if the small minority of motorists who
block these junctions and cause additional
congestion just stick to the regulations.”

Peter Box, of the Local Government
Association, said: “If people didn’t, in effect,
break the law, we would gain no revenue.”

We at the LCDC are becoming

increasing alarmed at the influence

that Goldman Sachs are having

over the Corporation of London's

streets and walkways policy. As

most of you are probably aware by

now, Stonecutter Street has been

closed to vehicles wishing to enter

into Farringdon Street since the

end of February. 
It was not that long ago that Shoe lane

and St Brides Street were also closed,
under the influence of one of the most
powerful banks in the world. We believe
that this a potentially unhealthy and
undemocratic alliance that only serves one
master - Goldman Sachs.

As a result of this policy, Londoners will
have to put up with increased pollution,
increased congestion and higher taxi
fares. This is a brief outline sent to the
LCDC from CoL explaining the closure:

The project is specifically to explore how
road safety and the local environment
(including air quality and noise) might be
further improved in the Shoe Lane area. In
particular, to consider what benefit might
be derived from the formal closure of
Stonecutter Street to through traffic and to
effect such closure, should this be agreed
as being appropriate. If such closure is

implemented this could be effected by the
simple placement of bollards or planters at
the east end of Stonecutter Street. No
other environmental enhancement works
are envisaged.

A major occupier in the west of the City,
Goldman Sachs has approached the City
of London, with a view to reducing danger
on the local access streets in the Shoe
Lane area and improving the local
environment. This follows on from the
benefit and opportunity created by the
changes proposed for Holborn.

One of the ways to improve road safety
in this area and the local environment
would be to remove through vehicular
traffic, which could be effected by a
closure of Stonecutter Street. There is
believed to be strong local support for this
approach. This premise will be explored
and verified as part of the project.

There is justification for action on
casualty reduction grounds as a number
of pedestrian casualties have been
recorded on the local streets in recent
years. 

The evaluation stage of the project will
be fully funded by Goldman Sachs. This
stage of the project is estimated at
approximately £100,000. One has to ask
oneself who is actually running the
Corporation of London. 
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Selfridges, Oxford Street 
There have been reports of taxis

overranking, parking on the

pavement and parking in the bus

stop behind the taxi rank outside

Selfridges, Oxford Street. 

The taxi rank outside Selfridges is for two
taxis only and when this is full, drivers
must not park on the pavement or in the
bus stop. Another taxi rank for Selfridges
is available in Duke Street, plus there are
other taxi ranks along and near Oxford
Street. Taxis parking on the pavement and
in the bus stop has a serious impact on
other road users and pedestrian safety
and causes the following problems: 

• Preventing buses from pulling into the
bus stop – this means that bus
passengers have to board and alight in
the road and wheelchair users are unable
to use the bus stop and the wheelchair
ramp on the bus. 

• Blocking the pedestrian crossing – this
forces pedestrians to walk around the
taxis and in the road and puts them at risk. 

• Obstructing other taxis and buses
travelling eastbound along Oxford Street. 

If the problems at this location persist
then the police have informed us that they
will commence enforcement action and
ultimately the taxi rank could be reviewed
and revoked. 

Works to improve Hornchurch

High Street commence on

Monday 25 February 2013 and

the high street will be closed

between North Street and Billet

Lane for up to 10 weeks whilst

the works are carried out. 

To help ensure that drivers can still
serve OJ’s and the other venues in
the area we have worked with the
taxi trade, Havering Council, the
local police and London Buses to
appoint a new temporary taxi rank.
The taxi rank will be operational
between 21:00 and 05:00 and split
into four portions as follows: 

• First portion (4 taxis only) – 
Hornchurch High Street 

• Second portion (3 taxis only) 
– Billett Lane, drivers must not 
rank past the lamppost at the 
head of second portion 

• Third portion (1 taxi only) 
– Billett Lane 

• Fourth portion (10 taxis only) – 

Billett Lane, between entrance 
and exit of Sainsbury’s car park 
Drivers must not: 

• Rank outside of the agreed taxi 
rank portions 

• Overrank or cause any 
obstructions 

• Block buses or any other
vehicles 

The temporary taxi rank will be
monitored closely. If drivers only
use the agreed taxi rank spaces
then it may be possible to appoint
a taxi rank on a permanent basis.
However, if drivers do not stay
inside the agreed area of the rank
then there is a risk that a
permanent taxi rank will not be
agreed by TfL, the borough and
the police. It is therefore
imperative that drivers do not
overrank or obstruct traffic, or they
risk jeopardising the appointment
of a taxi rank on a permanent
basis. 

Holborn Circus revamp planned
Alan’s Angle continued...

The City, in partnership with the

London Borough of Camden and

Transport for London (TfL), has

undertaken extensive feasibility

and consultation studies at

Holborn Circus, to develop

options aimed at delivering an

appropriate package of

measures, which will reduce

accident rates, ease pedestrian

flows and create a high quality

public realm, making the area

more pleasant, safer and easier

to navigate. Between 2004/05

and 2011/12, TfL has provided

the City with some £281,132 to

fully fund these feasibility

studies and related consultation.

In September 2011, a bid for £4.4m
was made to TfL, via the City’s Local
Implementation Plan, for major
junction improvements at Holborn
Circus. In March 2012, TfL confirmed
a fixed contribution of £2.5m would be
made available subject to TfL’s
agreement of the final design and the
balance of any additional funding
required being met by the City.

Holborn Circus is the worst personal
injury accident hotspot in the City.
Through the City’s Local
Implementation Plan (LIP) officers

have for some time been seeking to
encourage financial support from TfL
to fund improvements. A sum of £2.5m
has been offered to the City by TfL to
facilitate an

A key element of the Holborn Circus
proposals is that Hatton Garden will
operate one-way northbound at the
junction with Holborn Circus. In
addition to this, it is now proposed that
the right turn from Charterhouse Street
into Hatton Garden should no longer
be permitted. This will remove the
potential for conflict between right
turning vehicles and vehicles travelling
north from New Fetter Lane.

In addition to addressing a potential
safety issue, this proposal would
reduce unnecessary rat-running traffic
on Hatton Garden. 

A recent traffic survey found that over
an entire day, 125 vehicles turned
right into Hatton Garden from
Charterhouse Street. Of these, 107
(86%) were rat-running vehicles that
did not have a destination in Hatton
Garden itself.

Another key change to the design is
that it is now proposed to change the
advisory cycle lanes on High Holborn,
Charterhouse Street and Holborn
Viaduct. It is now proposed to convert
these to mandatory cycle lanes on the
approaches to the junction. This will

provide important protection to
vulnerable users. As on-street loading
would not be permitted in the
mandatory cycle lanes during the
active hours, it is proposed to create a
new inset loading bay on the High
Holborn approach to the junction to
accommodate demand for loading.

The overall layout of the junction will
be made simpler and safer for all
users. New signalised crossings will

be provided, making it much safer for
pedestrians to cross the roads leading
into the junction. The general
environment around the junction will
be improved, with a new public space
being provided in front of St Andrew’s
Church.

Transport for London has committed
to fund the scheme, and construction
of the junction is planned to take place
in 2013.

New temporary
taxi rank -
Hornchurch



Just when it seemed possible

that Bernard Hopkins was close

to delivering his final cross-

armed salute from the middle of

a boxing ring, it has emerged

that he has no intentions of

quitting.

Hopkins is 48, has fought 62 times,
first contesting a world title in 1993 and
on Saturday night he continues one of
boxing's most incredible journeys when
he fights Tavoris Cloud for the IBF light-
heavyweight title in Brooklyn, New

York. Hopkins has had 29 proper world
title fights and won his first
championship when he was still serving
out the prohibitive terms of his parole.

He currently holds the record for
becoming the oldest man to win a
world title and he will break his own
record if he beats Cloud, who is
unbeaten in 24 and just 31. Hopkins
has, as he is keen to remind his critics,
been "too old" for 15 years.

"Some promoters are trying to use my
age as a death sentence," claimed
Hopkins. "They do everything they can
to tell people that I should retire; they
only do this because they have young
fighters that I would beat.

"I'm not satisfied with what I have
done in boxing," continued Hopkins.

"There is more to add to my legacy,
more world championship belts to take
back to Philadelphia. I'm not counting
age and I'm not thinking of going
away."

Cloud will have to try and ignore the
tricks – some dirty, some clean – that
Hopkins can use so easily during a
fight; the often dubious tactics are hard
for experienced fighters to ignore and
Cloud is relatively green. "Hopkins is a
dirty bastard, but I like him," said Joe
Calzaghe, who is one of only five men
to have beaten Hopkins.

"People outside boxing, the 40-plus
generatio,n are starting to look at me
and organising nights watching my
fights," added Hopkins. "They have
read the stories about my old, old life –
the penitentiary stuff, my struggles
against boxing politics and I'm still
here, still at the top.

"I heard Michael Jordan talking the
other day, and he's just had his 50th
birthday, and he was saying that he
wished he could play again. Well, I'm
not far from that and I'm still playing
and still playing at the top," said
Hopkins. The return of Hopkins
coincides with the ongoing struggles of
Steve Collins, who is also 48 and has
been passed fit to return to boxing,

assuming he can get a licence.
Collins wants a fight with Roy Jones,

who is still active at 44, and beat
Hopkins in their 1993 world title fight.
Hopkins beat Jones in their long
overdue rematch in 2010. "Hopkins
waited nearly 18 year for his rematch
and that is how long I have been
waiting for Jones," claimed Collins, who
will not apply for a British licence but is
still hopeful to fight in Britain. "Hey,
stranger things have happened."

In theory Hopkins could, later this
year when he is closer to 49, fight in
Britain against Nathan Cleverly. "I like
the way Cleverly talks about boxing. He
gives me the respect, unlike a lot of the
other younger champions. I will fight
him when the time comes and that
could be in Britain."

Cleverly next defends his WBO light-
heavyweight title at Wembley on 20
April when the rescheduled Ricky
Burns and Miguel Vazquez double
world title fight takes place.

This Saturday, Hopkins just has to
carry on doing what he has been doing
in style for more than a decade and
defy the odds and the clock. He is an
acquired taste but he is also, as he
said, a hero to men (and some women)
over a certain age.
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By Ron Boddy, from

ESPN’s weekly,

award winning,

podcast, Buncey’s
Boxing Hour
February might be the

kipper season in the
cab trade, but it’s when
London’s amateur
boxers get serious, the juniors box in the
ABA National Schools finals and the adults
compete in the early stages of the ABA
Championships. Incidentally, the Amateur
Boxing Association Championships are the
world’s oldest amateur boxing tournament,
having been held every year since 1881,
with the odd hiatus due to the activities of
the Kaiser and Adolf H, neither of whom
were noted as good tippers. 
Repton Boys, Bethnal Green, the UK’s

most successful boxing club, founded in
1884 by the Derbyshire public school of the
same name and the old alma mater of the
Krays, Ray Winstone and the likes of
Olympic Champ, Audley Harrison plus
world pro champions John Stracey and
Maurice Hope, broke all sorts of records by
having 19, North East London Divisional
Champions, ( champions of London’s east
end), who then went on to win 16 London
titles. Nine of these Repton rascals made it
all the way to the national finals in
Liverpool, eventually winning seven
English titles. 
Seven School titles is a new national

schools’ record. Repton have had seven
national champs in the past, but this was
when the “Schools” were over four age
groups, now they are over three age

groups, so a new record for the lads who
box in green and gold. All seven lads will
go on to box, later in the year, in the Great
Britain Championships and will, no doubt,
do their club and the capital proud.
For the adult boxers the four London

divisional championships are all important,
(NE, NW,SE, SW), as many of you know,
it’s often harder to get out of London than it
is to go on and win a national title.
London’s boxing standard is that high that
many London boxers chose to box for
countries their grandfathers came from,
hence the NW middleweight final, staged
at regular amateur boxing venue, Hayes
Working Men’s Club, saw a Nigerian
international, Reese Shaqoorie, (Islington
ABC), boxing the Afgan champ, Daz
Saddiquie, (Dale Youth ABC, Notting Hill),
the winner going on to box Ghana’s
champ, Leronne Richards, (Earlsfield ABC)
in the London semi or final. 
On the same theme, a young 17 year old,

south east Londoner, Isaaq Dogboe,
(Territorial Army ABC, Grange Park), boxed
for Ghana at bantamweight, 54kgs, in the
2013 London Olympics, only to lose by a
single point to the fancied, fighter from
Japan. Well, young Dogboe was given a
very competitive outing, in the SE
championships, by Eltham’s, Charlie Fox,
further demonstrating the strength in depth
of London’s boxing.
Finally, a new hybrid, of pro/amateur

boxing, World Series of Boxing, created by
AIBA, the governing body of world amateur
boxing, is in its 3rd season with Great
Britain amateur boxing fielding a team for
the first time, the British Lionhearts, boxing

out of York Hall. Contests are over 5 x 3
min rounds, at 5 non Olympic weights, with
pro gloves and scoring and no head
guards or vests. Teams are made up of
home boxers and foreign imports,
competing in a group, team, format, boxing
home and away in round robins, leading to
home and away, sudden death, box offs at
quarter final stage. All boxers, coaches,
officials etc are paid.

Matt Archibald, who did an excellent job
staging the, all tickets sold, 2013 Olympic
boxing, is bringing to York Hall, the same
music, glitz and razzmatazz he brought to
the London Olympics. This culminated in a
sell out, show, against Ukraine, where the
Lionhearts qualified to box the Mexican
Guerreros, in the WSB quarter finals at
York Hall, on Friday 22nd March. 
If the Mexican match is anything like the

Ukrainian dust up, where two 2012

Olympic champs and a 2012 Olympic
silver medallist were all throwing leather,
the Guerreros will be an event not to miss.  
Lionhearts’ 17 stone, six foot six inch,

Putney puncher, Joe Joyce, (Earlsfield
ABC), has been bringing the house down,
in WSB, with his all action, power punching
which he then follows up with a back flip at
the end of his bout, more than worth the
£20 ticket by itself.
Wishing you and your wheels, fare, safe,

happy and profitable rolling.

www.lcdcorg.wordpress.com

Steve Bunce

-BOXNATION

Bernard just keeps on rolling

Londoners Punching for Pride 

The Boddyman
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A funny thing happened to me on

the way to work. It made me wonder

if good manners and etiquette are

things which reside in some

fictitious town or city somewhere as

yet undiscovered. 
Something happened to me the

other day which i thought so
spectacular in its rudeness i found
myself asking, is it me?
I sat down on the tube and started

working on my laptop. Like many
people, I think time has become
faster as I have got older and so I
have started writing on the tube on
the way home as a way of better
utilising my time. Three men got on
the train, one to my right, one to my

left and the other opposite me. I
hated this because invariably they
started talking over and around me.
Anyway I was writing and had my
headphones in, so it was all going
over my head, so to speak. The
man to my right and the man
opposite started getting into it and
ignoring their friend to my left. All of
a sudden he nudged me and said
loudly so I could hear with the
headphones in. "Excuse me mate I
think you need a semi colon in
there" and pointed where it should
go. 
To be fair I think his friends were

as shocked as I was. I took their
embarrassment and swapped it for
my anger though. How very dare
he!!!!!!! What made this man feel as
though he had the right to not just
read my message but to tell me he
thought I had written it incorrectly? 
I was so angry that I didn't even

look up at him, nor did I go with my
instinct and tell him to bleep off. I
simply pointed out that I use semi
colons to extend sentences which
some might consider have ended
and that in this case a comma was
sufficient because I was in fact
embellishing a point within a
sentence rather like using brackets.
His response was interesting and

told me much about him. "Oh yeah
you could do it like that but I
wouldn't." 
Now I was really vexed - I mean

Hackney vexed.  As I have got
older I have learned that when
confronted with outstanding
rudeness or stupidity it is often
better to say nothing. It is unlikely
that you will get the result you want
and you will probably end up
looking and sounding as stupid or
rude as the person you're talking to. 
So I said nothing and carried on

typing. I was tempted to type
something unspeakable but thought
better of it. These moments are the
noisiest silences of all. I did look up
and a woman who had heard the
exchange gave me the type of
smile which is not exchanged on
the underground unless of course
there is an Olympics. I decided that
she was telling me that she was
impressed with the way I had
handled the situation and that I, at
least, had shown that I knew how to
behave and had manners.

I must say that I am very
impressed with how Tottenham
Hotspur are performing at the
moment. 

If you are a supporter you will take
particular interest in the “at the
moment” part of that sentence - of
course they are the unluckiest team
in premiership history. They score
goals, which are disallowed; they all
eat dodgy pizzas at the business
end of the season, costing them a
place in Europe. And when they do
finish in the much coveted, fourth
position, what happens? Well you
guessed it, Chelsea win the
Champions League, which means
another hard luck story for the
Spurs.
Presently third, I am afraid I see

another hard luck sorry coming for
them. 
One has to believe that Arsenal

will come on strong towards the end
of the season (they have nothing
else to play for) and the debacle at
Chelsea cannot continue with the
quality of players they have at their
disposal.
So what is it about Tottenham?

Their fans are almost fatalist in their
analysis. “We will find a way to
mess it up” is what I often hear. I
shout “Come on, what about the
power of positive thinking?” 
They have the bragging rights in

North London now after the
weekend’s victory over Arsenal but
you just know the story isn’t over
yet this season. 
This after all is Tottenham Hotspur

we are talking about.

Manners maketh the man by Eddie Nestor

Eddie Nestor 

BBC London 94.9

Drivetime: Weekdays 5-7pm 
RumShop: Fridays from 10pm 

Weekly Podcasts

UK Black
Manchester United Redcast

Opp Millwall Football Ground
Unit 17 Enterprise Ind. Est. Bolina Road, Rotherhithe London SE16 3LF

We are a family run business, with five fully qualified testers on site, established as an MOT Testing Centre since 1994
Testing Class IV (Cars) Class V ( Mini Buses) and Class V (Large Vans)

We welcome all London Taxi Cabs to the MOT Testing Scheme

To help ease the pain we have introduced a special offer for all London Taxi Cabs
1st MOT £40.00   2nd Test 6 months later for £35.00
For the first MOT test: an extra £5.00 off with this advert during March & April

Our new dedicated website will be up and running by the end of March 

In the meantime call us for a booking on 020 7394 7323
or e-mail:   david_gps@hotmail.com 

Mot Testing
GPS
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GRAHAM LONG
-LCDC Member

Greetings all, is it March
already? Time flies when
you’re having fun.
Firstly, may I say that I’m

encouraged to find out how many
people are enjoying my Butterboy
articles, and I am proud and
privileged to be able to write it.
However, let me make it quite
clear that I am not using these
opportunities to moan ad infinitum,
but merely to stand up, tell the
truth, and fight for what is legally
ours. 
In last month’s Badge newspaper,

I was both intrigued and pleased
that Mr Leon Daniels, managing
director of surface transport at
TFL, agreed to be questioned and
interviewed, and it appears that Mr
Daniels is being fairly supportive of
the London Black taxi trade. Two
points that I would like to comment
on are as follows. My friend and
colleague Grant Davis stated to Mr
Daniels that Helen Chapman of
TfL enforcement “refuses to allow
police officers to go out with the
enforcement teams on a regular
basis, which means enforcement
teams cannot stop cars.” This
means minicabs cannot be
stopped on suspicion of touting or
any other illegal activity by TfL.

This is indeed ridiculous and is
short-changing the London cabbie,
who has gone through the arduous
process called the Knowledge,
undertakes an enhanced driving
test and wheelchair test (which
minicabs don’t!). So what exactly
are we cabbies getting for £299
every three years? Mr Daniels
answered this point on
enforcement and is down as
saying that he cannot understand
why the police are not out with the
enforcement teams on a regular
basis. Are we then supposed to
surmise that Ms Chapman is
frightened of doing her job
properly, or is blatantly
incompetent?
When the police force is

available, why is it not being used?
It is well known that minicabs are
often associated with other illegal
activities. Just look at Fabric Club,
Swallow Street, Abacus, Bunga
Bunga, etc, on most nights of the
week after 11 pm!
The next comment I would like to

make regarding the interview with
Mr Daniels I really must agree
with. The Knowledge of London
process insists upon a high
standard of knowledge, manners,
and general etiquette. A few old-
fashioned standards are exactly
what are needed. Mr Daniels feels
very strongly that some drivers,
after they have gained their badge,

allow their standards to drop. I
agree. Today’s world is geared to
customer service, and some
cabbies do need to up their game.
Just to smarten yourselves up,
show a nice polite, friendly
attitude, and to remain helpful and
well-mannered in a smart and
clean cab, is all that is required. 

Be lucky!

Views of Butterboy Graham

www.lcdcorg.wordpress.com

London’s only 
independent 
taxi trade 

organisation

Don’t delay... join today! 

020 7394 5553



OLIVER PUGH

SOUTHWARK NEWS 

CHIEF REPORTER

A 46-year-old who was caught

masquerading as a black cab

driver in a stolen taxi was given

a 20-week suspended jail term

last week.
Paul Sheppard, 46, was arrested

after he pulled up at a rank in Tooley
Street wearing a stolen badge.

Southwark’s Safer Transport Team
were checking the details of all the
cabs in the area at the time on
November 24 last year.

Camberwell Magistrates’ Court
heard that he owned up to being a
fake black cab driver as soon as he
was caught with the dodgy badges.

Police later found that the motor he
was driving was stolen as well.

Himself a former minicab driver and
ex-con, Sheppard pleaded guilty to
fraud by false representation, taking a
vehicle without the owner’s consent,
and possession of a taxi badge for
use in the course of fraud.

The court heard that he already had
a “substantial and bad record”.

“The elements of this offence are
serious in the way that you took a
black taxi, a Hackney carriage, and
you then used it as an instrument in
fraud in a pre-planned and
premeditated series of events which
undoubtedly has an impact on public
safety,” said the chair of the panel.

“You put yourself out there as a
black taxi driver. You were no such
thing,” he added.

The chair of the panel then jailed
him for 20 weeks, but suspended the
sentence because of Sheppard’s
early guilty plea.

“You’ve had your chance,” he said.
Sheppard, of Wick Lane in Hackney,

was fined £80, told to complete 100
hours of unpaid work, and disqualified
from driving for six months.

His sentence was suspended for
eighteen months.
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Cabbie
imposter 
found
guilty

My name is Mike Canty, I have been a member of the
LCDC since the early days.

Most Vito drivers agree it is the best cab ever, they also
agree that after sales service falls far short of what is
expected of a Mercedes vehicle, with repeated trips to
the warrantee agent for the same faults to be rectified
again and again. Irving Lomon and I took a petition to
MB HQ and had a four hour meeting discussing all
problems and requirements of our trade. They then
came to Heathrow to meet the Vito owners, and have
addressed the issues.
We have set up an email address at MBHQ for drivers
to correspond directly with them. vitotaxi@daimler.com
give your details and cab reg and please be polite.

The Vito Taxi Owners’ Club was formed to address this
and other issues with MB management and dealerships,
with a view to the understanding the problems and to
seeking solutions. We are meeting regularly with
Mercedes management and changes are already being
implemented. Collectively we can make a difference.
To join the Vito Taxi Owners’ Club please email
mfcanty@tiscali.co.uk

Mike Canty 

Dear Grant,
I would just like to say a massive thank you to 
the Club for all your help. The Club’s soliicitor
who attended the police station to represent me
at 4am at Paddington nick was like an angel but
represented me like a demon.
A big, big thank you.
R.Townsend
Romford

Dear LCDC,
Thank you very much indeed for all your help
in chasing up my bilker and successfully 
getting my fare back. The drunken passenger
who promised to pay me by cheque and never did
soon changed their tune after they received your
letter threatening legal action against them.
The cheque for £56.40 was a godsend.
Cheers
A.Worthing
Clapham

Member’s letters

" If you want to
have a future
in the cab trade
...join our club"
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MONDAY & TUESDAY NIGHT

CABBIE SPECIAL

£7.95 FISH AND CHIPS 
and a cup of tea. Dine in only

King’s Square, off Central Street EC1

24 Hr TAXI BREAKDOWN
We come to you!

Taxi specialists 
Roadside assistance

TXI-TX2-TX4-MERCEDES

Call VELI: 07956333086 / HAMIT: 078042548875
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Please complete this form and send it with your application form

(LCDC) Ltd UNIT 303.2
TOWER BRIDGE BUSINESS COMPLEX, TOWER POINT,

100 CLEMENT’S ROAD, SOUTHWARK
LONDON, SE16 4DG

0207 394 5553

Standing Order Form

Your Bank: .........................................................................................

Your Bank Address:............................................................................

Post Code:..........................................................................................

Please pay the sum of £15 NOW and monthly therafter 
until further notice.

Please pay the sum of £42.50 NOW and then quarterly thereafter 
until further notice.

Quoting Reference No (         )

To the account of THE LONDON CAB DRIVERS’ CLUB LTD, 
Barclays Bank Bloomsbury & Tottenham Court Road branch, 

PO BOX 1134, London W128GG
Sort Code 20-10-53. Account No- 40450421.

Your Name: .....................................................................................

Account No:  .....................................................................................

Sort Code: .......................................................................................

Signature: ........................................................................................

Date: ..................................................................................................

Application Form
Please complete this form in BLOCK CAPITALS

The subscription rate is £170 per annum. If you are unable to pay in a
single payment please make one cheque payable to “The London Cab
Drivers’ Club Ltd,” with today’s date, for £56.67, and two post-dated
cheques one month apart for £56.67.

Send the completed form to: THE MEMBERSHIP SECRETARY,

The London Cab Drivers’ Club Ltd, UNIT A 303.2

Tower Bridge Business Complex, Tower Point, 

100 Clements Road, Southwark, London SE16 4DG

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms:.................... Surname: ......................................

First Names:......................................................................................

Address: ...........................................................................................

............................................... Post Code: ......................................

Badge No: ............................. Shift: ...............................................

Telephone No: (with full STC code):................................................

I agree to abide by the rules of the Club. I also agree that the above
information will be kipt by the LCDC in a computer system under the
terms of the Data Protection Act.

I understand that I will not be eligible for legal representation for 
matters arising prior to the date of this application. Thereby declare
that I have no outstanding PCO or police matters pending.

Signed:  ......................................  Date: ......................................

CLUB CLASS 
PACKAGE

AS AN L.C.D.C

MEMBER YOU 

WILL RECEIVE:

� 24 HOUR DUTY 
SOLICITOR  

EXCLUSIVE TO THE 

CAB TRADE
Your 24 Hr duty solicitor 
hotline membership card.
Peace of mind 24 hrs of 
the day.

� FULL LEGAL COVER
Our fantastic team of City 
Of London based solicitors
and barristers, experts in 
Hackney Carriage and 
road traffic law.

� COMPLAINTS
AND APPEALS
As a member of the LCDC,
we will deal with any 
complaint that has been 
made against you by
members of the public.
Also we will attend the
LTPH with you on any
personal appeals that 

would affect your licence.

� HEATHROW 
AIRPORT 

REPRESENTATION
With our reps at the airport
working hard on the 
trade’s behalf for a fairer, 
and more safer future
at Heathrow.

� RANKS 
AND HIGHWAYS
The LCDC attend the Joint
Ranks committee, working 
hard for more ranks and 
more access for the taxi 
trade in London.

� CAB TRADE ADVICE
All members can call the 
office for any information
or up to the date news on 
any trade related subject.

� MEDIA AND 
AUTHORITIES
The LCDC is always the 
first to be called when the 
media want the “Cab 

Trade’s “ reaction. The 
Chairman is a regular
contributor on LBC, Radio 
London, and the BBC.
We at the Club also
represent the trade at 
meetings with the Mayor’s 
Office, TFL, LTPH, 
Corporation Of London, 
BAA, and all Local 
Authorities in the Capital.

� HEALTH CONCERNS
Are you concerned about 
your badge and bill due to
your health? As a member 
of the Club, we can 
alleviate the stress by 
dealing with the 
authorities on your behalf.
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Adam D. Elliott
Vincent House, 

99a Station Road, London, E4 7BU

SPECIALIST 
ACCOUNTANT TO THE 
LICENSED TAXI TRADE

Tel: 020 8281 0500
email: adam@taxitax.co.uk / SKYPE: taxitax



Blue Anchor
Garage 
Testing

All taxis welcome!

15 Blue Anchor Lane
Surrey Quays

London
SE16 3UL

Tel: 0207 237 3696

K.W. TAXI
SERVICES

UNIT 10 BRYANT AVENUE 
INDUSTRIAL ESTATE ROMFORD

ESSEX RM3 0BY

01708 373 786

FAIRWAY, TXI, TXII, TX4
Overhauls, Servicing, Repairs
Fitting only LTI Factory Parts

cab rental, best rates,
24hr RAC cover, Fairway, TXI

KEEPING LONDON’S
TAXIS MOVING
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For the best in
homemade 
Italian cooking

72 St John St, EC1

Tel: 020 7253 1907

Tasty Café

Pasta, chicken, 

meatballs, lamb, pork escalopes,

sirloin steaks a speciality

MEALS
£7.00 INCLUDING TEAS AND 

COFFEES
£8.00 SIRLOIN STEAK DINNERS

PLASMA TV FOR 
ALL FOOTBALL

BECKS CAFÉ
Breakfast & Grill
28 Red Lion Street
Holborn WC1R 4PS

Open Mon/Fri 7am till 10pm
Sat 7am till 3pm 
then reopen from 7pm till 10 pm
Pastas * Grills * Steaks 
* Fish * Omelettes *

www.lcdcorg.wordpress.com

Unbelievable Prices

TX / VITO REMOULDS

£38.50+VAT

TEL: 0207 231 5857
72 ENID STREET, BERMONDSEY, LONDON, SE16 3RA

London’s only 
independent 
taxi trade 

organisation

Don’t delay... join today! 

020 7394 5553

MORRIS TYRE
SERVICES

0203 581 7100
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thelcdc@gmail.com




